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Sun

GK 16 Moving from Indifference to Versatility to Mastery

Moon

GK 09 Moving from Inertia to Determination to Invincibility

Path of Fortune

GK 17 Moving from Opinion to Far Sightedness to Omniscience

Chiron

GK 25 Moving from Constriction to Acceptance to Universal Love

South Node

GK 19 Moving from Co-Dependency to Sensitivity to Sacrifice

North Node

GK 33 Moving from Forgetting to Mindfulness to Revelation

Ascendant

GK 18 Moving from Judgement to Integrity to Perfection

This chart depicts a moment in time – a time when we have chosen to come together to complete the
remaining 13 Rules of Djwal Khul’s 14 Rule Study programme.
An astrological chart is rather like a cosmic camera - taking a picture of a fusion of energy at a particular
moment in time and space. This moment in time being unique, reflects a potential, a seed waiting to
come to fruition.
Patterns of planetary energy are being constantly formed and broken – a never ending dance in which we
all participate. Physically we are energy/consciousness and everything around us is made up of energy
and consciousness. Each of us is enfolded within a Divine Intelligence of particle and light underpinning
our electro-magnetic cellular system.
Just like the birth chart for an individual, the start of any project or combined initiative, carries the seed
potential for what is contained within the fully manifested Divine Design.
There are 64 Gene Keys, each embodying a particular archetypal energy and resonance which has its links
within the knowledge of the I Ching. Each of these 64 Gene Keys covers just of 5 1/2 degrees of the 360
Zodiacal circle.
The 64 Gene Keys are the letters of the Language of Light/Life, a language which is present in the DNA and
known to humanity through the I Ching.
The Gene Keys connect us to the unchanging truth of 64 Archetypal and Universal attributes of
Consciousness.
Each Gene Key Representing a Code of Life, which is present in each of the trillions of cells in our body, is a
portal into our inner being.
Founded upon the latest discoveries in the science of Cellular Biology, the central premises of the Gene
Keys are that every human being has the capacity for spontaneous evolution and that every human being
carries an innate higher purpose in life hidden within their DNA.
In this moment in time on May 29th the Sun, which is our enlightened consciousness, holds the key to
Mastery – in this chart the Sun is in the 9th House which is the House of expanded consciousness.
The Moon is our subconscious – all that is hidden, and which needs to be brought into the Light of the
Sun’s consciousness requires us to move out of Inertia through Determination into Invincibility.
The Path of Fortune, which is the alignment of the Sun Moon and Ascendant is linking into Omniscience at
8 degrees of Aries in the 6th House suggesting that organisation and work will enrich our daily lives and
that service for us equals joy.
Chiron which is a recently discovered cosmic body is assisting in the raising of consciousness, of aligning us
into Christ Consciousnes by accelerating and bringing more Light into our cellular system, at this moment
in time it is activating GK 25 which moves us out of Constriction into a space of Acceptance and ultimately
holds the potential of aligning to Universal Love.
The South Node represents our joint karmic patterns from previous incarnations - all that we bring with us
into this lifetime. Our Karma not only holds the memory patterns of the Shadow group consciousness, but
also the talents and gifts that have been created through eons of time. The Siddhi level of GK 19 is
Sacrifice…. Life is a living chain of Sacrifice. Consciousness is now beginning to outstrip man and is
reaching out for a higher form. But the new form must emerge out of the old one, so deep within Human
DNA new mutations are being triggered. The 19th Siddhi contains the secrets of this mystical initiation.
They are highly sensitised bridges to the new human and have the ability to siphon information about the

new paradigm from behind the veil of the future into the present – they see the new form emerging and do
their utmost to prepare people for the coming consciousness shift.
The North Node is the Spiritual focus within a chart it is the direction that our Higher Selves are guiding
and pointing us towards and in this case, as a group consciousness, it is moving through us through
Forgetfulness to Mindfulness to Revelation.
As you rise into higher and purer frequencies, the secrets of
the higher realms are released sporadically into your lower nature and, over time, your physical DNA
begins to mutate to accommodate these higher frequency wavelengths. Once your DNA has mutated to
sufficiently handle these higher frequencies permanently it is ready to receive the full force of the Siddhic
realms.
And finally, I am sure you will have noticed that all of this energy on this day is aligned within a six pointed
Star coming through the Ascendant point at 8 degrees of Libra which is activating GK 18 Moving from
Judgement to Integrity to Perfecton. The 18th Siddhi serves a very mystical purpose – it heals the split in
the mental plane itself bringing humanity closer and closer to its realisation of Oneness. It cannot and will
not sit still until this great rift in the world mind has been healed. The 18th Siddhi is the source of the
tradition of the Bodhisattva Vow. The Bodhisattva Gene Keys keep returning to the planet as individual
human beings whose sole purpose is to build this collective vision of Perfection on the material plane.
May we all be Blessed with these potentials and Revelations within our Group Oneness as we gather
together through Djwhal Khul’s Study.

